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Appllcat.ion Examples for Sylomet

• Elas/icbeds for p/ant and machmery.

• SoundJsofatlonrnsidebUildings.
Materiat Characterislics 01
Standard Types 01 Sylomer
• StatiC loed up to 80
(0,80 Nlmm'!.

Mplm~

• Elongation at break 250% to 500%,
dependmgon type.
Reduced sound radiation thanks to
"oounler-cJrone"ellect.

• RatIO 01 vertical to horizontal
stlflness approximately 2,5.

• High sfrpreslSlance.

• Denslly range 200 kglm~ to 600
ilglm', dBpBndmg on type.

• No risk 01 dirt accumu/atlon or
'noIBebridges".

• High dynamic load capacity.
• Outstanding reslSlance to 011, grease
and hydrolysis.

• Sylomercan be used like "permanenl
shuttering".

• Low Influence Of temperature on
alastirol/y from -20"C 10
70"C.

• Simp/aeons/ruction.
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Three Consultants are required in Sydney by one
of Australia's leading Acoustical Consulting firms.
Senior Consultant
This position offers the opportunity to wo rk
independently on major acoustical projects with
strong tec hnical support. The work will involve
architectural and environmental acoustics and
vibralion but the opportunity to specialise will
exost. Applicants should have Unoverslty or
equivalent qualifications in Engineering, Physics
or Architectu re and at least five years ' experience
in the acoustical field at a professional level.
Consultant
Opp~rt.unity for a young enthusiastiC Engineer,
PhYSICist or Architect to leam the pra~lica l application of Acoust ics whilst contributing to the
success of the consulting pr~ctlc~. Applicants
should have professional qualoficaloons. Experience in the field of Acoustics is preferred.
Technical Officer
A technica l otflcer is required as pari of the
consult ing team to carry out acoustical measurement and analysis an~ to assist with computerised calculations. Traml ng wil l be provided and
the opportun ity wi ll arise to work at a pr?!essional level from tome to time . Tertiary qualifications and experience in Ihe electronics or
instrumentation fields are requ ired.
Contact; Mr. MURRAY

WILKINSON ':-r~.RL~:'Y GRIFFITHS
24M WILLOUGHBY RD., CROWS NEST, N.S.W. 2~6S

Tel.:(02) 4314611- Fn:(02)4314393

INTERSTATE
REPRESIENTATIVES
REQUIRED
If y-ou are an established safely- or Instrument
company with a knowledge or understanding
of acoustics, then we are looking for you .
CONTACT Mr. A . SH IPLEY

ACOUSTIC CALIBRATION LABORATORIES
PlY. LTD.
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27 Rosella Stree t, East Donc aster, Vic. 3109
Tel.: (03) 8428822
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NEWS=============
Editorial

The papers and notes in this
issue are all on the topic of sound
intensity; the. theory, measu.rement
and application. The pnnclple of
determining intensity/rom pressure
and velocity measurements was
first published in Ihe form of a
patent by H. F. Olsen in 1832 {US
Patent 1892644 "System resporleive to energy flow in sound
waves"). In the subsequent decades
there- were sporadic reports on
measurements of sound intenSity
using a variety of instruments but
it was not until the late 1970$ that
there was a sudden increase in
interest in the direct measurement
of sound intensity. This was brought
about by the pO$sibilityo! using two
closely spacod and matched pressure microphones to give both the
pressure and the particle velOCity
associated with the sound field
coupled with the availa~ility Of
advanOild computer analYSing systems. The commercial production
of probes and complete sound

intcnsity analysing systems also led
to an increase in the amount of
research being undertaken.
The accompanying figure 5hows
the number of papers on sound
intensity which have been published
in English language Journals sines
1973. The classification of the

papers. in terms of theory and
application. shows that while the
emphasis in the recent years has

been on the applications thltre are
stili many aspects of the theory of
sound intensity which requireinvesligation. It is currently just over half
the way through the period 1987-88,
yet a substantial number. of papers
have already. been published. The
first International COil/erence on
Acoustic Intensity was held in Senlisin France in 1981. Intereslinthe
topic has continued and at the
Second International Conference in
1985,80 papers were presented by
researchers from over 20 countries.
Mosl acoustics conferences now
have a proportion of pap~rs on
some aspects of sound mtenslty.
Included in this issue of Acoustics Australia Is a review paper by
Bernard Ginn and J. N. Smith from
Bruel & Kjaer, Denmark, and the
paper by A. Cops and F. Wijnants
held over from the April special
issue. The olhar papers and raports
are applications of sound intensity
measurements for investigations of
sound power of sources, insertion
losses and noise reductions.
Marlon Burgess
ASSOCiate Editor

AHLBORN of Holz~irch.n. West Germany. mak e r ~ of lemperalure measurement and control equipment. have
appointed AUSTRALIAN METROSONleS Ply Ltd as e.cl~slvo agents lor
their products in Auslralia and New
Zealand. For detalla of the ran ~ e of
AHLBORN products avail~bla conlact
Australian Melroaonic~ Ply LId, PO Box
120. MtWaverley, Victori a 3H9. Phone'
103)2335889

LETTl3RB .

more appropriata to Auslralia- Joan
Sutherland is a bel canto singer.
Idosland corrected thcugh In that 1
should have cited "Parlophona PCSO
3001" at the end of the article, possibly
a unique reference In AA.
May I also admit to anolher arror In
my article. I misoalculated a~d put the
notoh at C sherp. II should have been
the BllatJusl balowfour oclaves above

~~~~I~e~da;~I~ ~~rpn~~u~alfla!

"~~t~n a~~~: 3~~~~~ :~:n~i~i~: ~()u~6~'
Then,1 never did care for music much;
It's tha High Fidelity."
Reference
1. Caddy, R., "Digital Techniques In
Audio Equipment", Acousllcs Australia, Voi 16 No I, pp20-22.

::fh:b~I~~~trumenl and human or any
Organ pipes stili sound !ike organ
plpasand loudspeakerastlll sound like
loudepeakers.

should

Campbell Steele

SI;~.ie~dosodh;;':Se;~a:ra:h~hen~t~~ai~eo:
~~to~"!i~a~ota~~ 1~;~~;ej~~Uc~s6s.The

13 May 19BB

The Issue of the two records wIlh the
same title but with minoralteralions in
content reminds me of seeing the same
researoh Information published in a
science journal and, with a few alterations and omiSSiOns, republished In a
non-sciencejournsl. Two papers for the
price of one?

,

Speakers Needed

Roy Caddy

Dennia Gibblngs
7 May 1965

Reaction to Jaffe

Digital Audio 2
bu~~~n~ml~ right in his quotation -

Ftanders and Swan released a mono
version of "At Ihe Drop ole Hat", oiled
by Dennis, in which that line eppeared

ca~er"~te~hl:S~~pa o~eare~:t~,c~~:~~
Inoluded many omissions and commissions compared with tile original mono
recording. For example, one "Mud
Mud" ohorus was sung In Russian.
By this time I suspeol that Hutoh's
slar had sunk below the horizon. (I do
nOI know who Hutoh was, either.) The
essence of ravue is top!oalltyso Caruso
and Hutch was changed to belle oanto
and Dutch. With both reoordings to
choose from I chose the la!leras being
QLD
April and June Meetings
In April avlsltwas made to the ScIlool
of Audio Engineering at MOlon. Some
twenty people attended and gained a
~i~~:~I~it~S~thJio~~to acoustics assoLaler that month a visit was made

}."an~~ ~~cl'lZ,rl~~. ~!ci~:;~p:"~I1~i;:

Every era has Its own speolal vulgarity. Christopher Jaffe in "App!icatlon

6~~dh~l;;eda~~ct~~~llfo~fu~~~s lXo~~~
tics Australia, Vol 16 No 1) gives an
account of what might pass as a
remedy for bad archi!&Clure, but what
should nevar be designed for In serious

~~S~ra~~~ ~~~o~::~~r.nr' t~7~e: ~l!~~ .
~~~~:~ d~~C~~o"n7 :~:t ~~ee~:"il~ef!~~li~~~
overhead ratlectlons goes a long way
to explain tha disappointing results with
a number of buildings (such as shown
in the paper) which were designed only

onl:el~;e~~~ci:I:~:P~:

PO BOX 58, DUNEDIN, N.Z.
17 June 1988

people. Tim spoke on silencers In the
context 01 large Industrtal applications
and gave examples on howsllencing of
of large gas compressors and fans
on power station staoks could be
achieved. Ke alSo gave examples on
the Cl1aracteristlC!l of··thln"'and"'thick"

splitters for reducing noise levels.
Both these meetings were held et the

New Members
• Admissions

vided a luncheon and visitors were
shown the manufacturing process of
perlorallng panels, and were Informed
:e~~~b:~~ range of perfcrated panels

fi~ro~'!,ndet;{tOw~e~~i~!:ae::cra~d

!:;;:

lelsure activities end was a!lended by
around 30 people. Four tOpICS were
discussed. these being (I) noise from
raceways, (ii) noisa from open-air concerts, (iii) noise from indoor cricket
centres and (iv) noisa from pubs and
olubs. A stimulating discussion ensued
for each 01 these topics

The other June meeting was on the
topic 01 "Industrial Silencers end Ihelr
Design" by Mr. T1m Marki of NAP.
Silenlflo and attended by about twenty

KEITH R. DAWBER,
President of Otago Branch NZiP.

churches and
lown halls tried to make organ pipes

~j;'arr.:::n! O~n~heAlrDip~III~~lonOI c~rit~':ii
and thanks go to them for providing
the venue and supper.
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Sound Intensity: The State of the Art
K.B. Ginn & J.N. Smith
Brust & Klaer AlS
2850 Nasrum, Denmark

ABSTRACT: The edvent in 1981 of raadily available instrumentation oapable of measuring sound intensity has
heraJdad II nlm tlfll in the world of ecoustics. SinCfl that dare the continuollS progress in the epplication of the
sound intensity tachniqU6 has baen the subjac/ ot numerous review al1lcles and international confarances [1} f2]
[3}. This pRpflr summarisas the present stata of instrumentation, standardisation and app/foetJOllS for sound intansitytaohniques.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
TIle theoretical background for intensity measurements was
described as early as 1932 by H.F. Olson. Several allempts
were made in ensuing years to develop practical instrumen·
tation. Methods tried included two closely spaced
microphones (Clapp & Firestone 1941) and a hot-wire
anemometer with a pressure microphone (Baker 1955). The
subjacl WIIS approached with renewed interest in 1977 by
F.J. Fahy and J.Y. Chung who showed Independently that
the sound Intensity function could be calculated from the
imaginary part of the cross-spec:trum fUl"lCtion using s dual
channel FFT analyser. O. Roth in 1961 [2] showed how realtime dlg~al filtering techniques could be used for the
calculatKm of sound intensity in standardised octave and
third octave bands. From this date onwards sound intensity
ceased being a laboratory curiosity and became a practical
tool wltl1 a large number of applications.

WHAT IS SOUND INTENSITY?
Sound inlensit~, or sound-energv flux density, Is a vector
quantity which is in contrast to sourld pressure which Is a
scalar quantity. Sound intensity dBSCribes the net amount
and direction of flow of acoustic power at a given point in
space. Herlce ltIe dimensiOriS are energy per time per area
and the un~s are Wfm z
Intenslty is normally presented lIS a level in dB with a
reference of 1 pWfm2. This reference level is chosen so that
for a plane wave In a free field the sound Intens~y level, t.., is
squalto the sound pressure level.l..p (1pWlm2 ie, in fact, an
approximation; by using this value there will be a small,
insignificant error.)
The plane wave propagating In a free field, mentioned
above, is an example of a purely active sound field. A standing wave is an example of a purely reactive sound field
whSl"e there is no net propagation of sound energy and
hence the sound intensity level is zero.
Between these two extremes of a plane wave in a free
field and a standing wave In a tube, lie a host of acoustical
situations involving sound fields with both active and reac·
tivecomponents where the sound intensity technique can
be applied to great elfect.

SOUND INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS
Clenerally speaking, sound intensity meesurements do not,
end cannot, replace sound pressure measurements. Sound
intensity and sound pressure measurements complement
each other.

One 01 the properties of sound intensity meters is that
they only measure the propagating. or active, part of the
sound field. A sound pressure meter responds to the total
sound energy, i.e. the sum of the propagating and nonpropagating parts. TIle difference between the sound
pressure and sound intensity levels in a sound field is called
the pressure-intensity index and it has gained wide acceptam:e in the sound intensity community as an indicator for
the difficulty in obtaining accurate Intensity measurements.
The pressure-intensity index is a field indicator and
reveals much about the sound field in which sound intensity
measurements are to be taken. However, even if a sound
intensity meter has been ltilly calibrated, sound intensity
measurements cannot be taken with confidence until the
residual pressure-intensity index of the probe and meter has
been measured
The residual pressure~ntenslty Index of an Intensitymeasuring system is an indicator of the phase matching of
the whole system. Good phase matching is important
because active intensfty measurement involves the
measurement of a phase gradient. When no phase gradient
is detected belwe<!n the two microphones, no active intensity exists, however, inevitable minor phase mismatches betweBfl the measurement cI1annels cause the detection of so
called residual intensity. For a discussion of how residual intensityafrectssound intensitymeasurements,see/4J
When taking sound intensity mellSurements both the
pressure--Intensity index spectrum 01 the sound field and the
residual pressure-intenSity index spectrum of the measuring
system muat be considered. The more diffuse a sound field
Is, the greater the difrerence between the sound pressure
levels and sound Intensrty levels. It is in such diffuse fields
that the sound Intensity technique can be used to maximum
effect, hence it becomes essential \0 know accurately the
residual pressure--intensity index spectrum of ltIe system.
Furthermore, a knowledge of the residlJal pressure-intensity
index spectrum enables corrections to be made to the Intensity measurements lor errors due residual intensity. TIlBSe
corrections can be made In real time with the analyzer
described in [5].

SOUND INTENSITY INSTRUMENTATION
The main elements of a sound intenSity messurement
system are a probe, an analyser, a calibrator, e storage
medium and some post-processing capabllty, see Fig. 1.

Piston phone
or sound sou rce

~~~.~~:~:~H.iMi' '~ :~ :
e lement

Microphone B
Lower
chamber

Fig. 2.

Simplifi~dcfOsSt>l1Clionolinlensirycwplflr.

SOUND INTENSITY PROBES
Several probe designs are ourrently in use. The most common is a two-micropho ne probe which enables the mean
sound pressu re to be calculated midway along the probe
axis and the particle velocity to be calou lated by using the
finite differenoe approximation method. An alternative approach is based on an ultrasonic technique for measuring
particle ve lOCity. in 13] it was demonstrated that the state of
the art design for an intensity probe is based on two "face to
face" microphones fitted with phase correctors.

INTENSITY ANALYZERS
The first dedicated intensity analyser made its debut in 1981
and was based on Vi octave parallel digital fi lters . Since
then several Instrumen tation manufacturers have produced
similar systems. Small, battery-operated inte nsity systems
first becam e available In 1986 In the form of e 111 octave
analogue filter, serial analyser. At the beg in ning of 1988 an
analyser was released IS] capable of measuring both aotive
and reactive intensity in 111, v~ and 1/12 octeves. Other
quantities related to Intensity measurements such as panicle velocity, mechanical power and surface intensity can be
measured by con nect ion the requisite tran sducers to the
analogue inputs. The sto rage and post-processing requ irements ha~e been built into the analyser itself in the form of a
large RAM memory and a 3'12" disc drive. Software for
intensity mapping is bei ng developed so that the analyser
will be entirely self-contained, no computer wiN be
necessary.

CALIBRATOR
The calibrator is the last of the elemenls of an inlensily
system to be mentioned here although il is arguably the
most importanl. The inslrument described in 161 enables
irllensity systems to be calibraled against simulated sou nd
inlensity and particle velocity levels. A simplified cross·
section of the intensity coupler is shown in Fig. 2. When us
ed lor sound Intensity end particle velocity calibrations a
pistonp hone is used as tM sound source (Fig. 3). Whe n us·
ed lor measurin g the residual intensity and res idual
pressure intensity index of the measurem ent system a
broad band source is employed (Fig. 4). The measured
reS idual pressure-intensity index can be stored on a disc
ami used to correct the actual "'tensity measurement for tha
phase mismatCh introduoed by the instrumentation. In fact

-

-

Fig. J. PislOnphone placed on cwp/6rlcr sound inlensify 8na
particlflvelocityclIl,brtltions.

the post-processing in the new B & K analyser Type 2133 is
fast enough to enable pressure-IntenSity Index and correc·
!ion tor phase mismatch to be calculated and displayed in
real-time

APPLICATIONS
Sound Power Determination
One of the principal applicallons of souml intensity
measurements is the in sitIJ determination of sound power
radiated by noise sources. The radiated sound power can be
determined from intens~y measurements on a suitable control surface enclosing the source. since the intansity

- -- -
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Fig. 5_ Sourc~ ranking "Ia chBinsaw

Fig_ ~_ 8roadb4nd $O<Jr-c .. plac.. d Of) COUp/fff /or m~~suring
residual inffmsily and "",!dudl pr6$$ur&-lmenslty Indn

describes the power passing th ro ugh an alea

W"

JJ,7.Ei -ff

I. d'

The integration (in practice the summation) over the control surface of the intensity compofleflt normal to the surface
wil l directly give the power Wof the sourca. Some of the
advantages of using intensity rathel than sound pressure
measurements for determining sound power are
1. The method e~cl udes any influenca from steady
background noise provided thele is no absorption with in
the enclosed surface
2. No anechoic or reverberation test chamber is needed
Measurements can be performed in ord inary rooms since
reflections can be reg arded as bac~ground noise
3. Near field as well as far field measurements are acceptable . Near field measurements improve the signal to
noise ratio and requ ire less space , but the nllmber of
measurementpolnlS may have to be increased due to the
sound/ield close to a sou lce being rather complex.
4. There is no restnction upon the contro l surface. Any
shape can be used.

Source Location
The second main app lication of sound intensity
measurements is source location. The methods can be
divided into two main groups, namely source ranking and
intensity mapping. Source ranking is used when it is
desirable to compare ttle sound power radiated by various
compon ents of an engine. Both the overall sound power
level and the sou nd power level in diflerent frequency bands

Fig. 6. Coorour8nd.3.DpIorSOfsoundimenslty/or a iln~ p'intar
Obtalfled with a measurer",,,,t grid.

can becompan;d. Control surlacesare defined around the
various components o! Interest and the soul1d power of the
IndMdual parts IS determined from intensIty measurements
as described earlier. As an aid to source locatiorl an intensity map can be produced over the offendmg mechine With
suitable software. number plots, contour plots or 3·D plots
can be made of active and reactive intens~y
Fig. 5 shows how by defining small control surfaces, the
parts of Ihe chalnsaw were ranked in terms of their sound
output Fig 6 shows how by using agnd,contourplol$al1d
3·D plots of sound inlensltycan be obtained for acommerclalpflnter

OTHER APPLICATIONS

i,=rm,

1'1

orsolvlngfo,u,

Manyothar applicalions are the SLJbJ9ctoiact've research
including transmission lOBS, sound absorpllon and radiation
efllclency[IJ[6J[8J

STANDARD[ZAT[ON
ThereareatpresenltwolnternatlonalbodlcsworklngonthB
preparation of standards for t~,e determln~I'<.ln of sound
power from sound intenSIty measurements These are ISO
TC 431SC WG 25 and ANSI 512·21 Both groups have pro·

w'1erepisthedensityofalr,
FiniteDlfferenceapptOxlmation
TIle ~ressure gradIent can be approximated by uSlnq two laellllcdi

pressure microphones

dllCeddraftstandardswhichstresst~,elmpurtanceof"fleld

indicators" (such aslhe pressufe·'nt~nSlly Index. described
above) 10 quantify the qua.lityof the measurement Two fur·
thergroupstrom tEC and ANSI respectively are el1gaged m
sludymglherequirementsmrthe slandard'z~1'on0fsound
Inlsnsitymstrumsntallonandcalibratlon.

The Ins\antaneou. prassurecan be taken as the mean value ofth"
'wo pressure signal.

SUMMARY
Complets50und inlens,ly systems are now available Inclu,
dmgprobes, analyzers and calibrators. Forthcoming sian·
dards will Cer1amlyaccelerate the promulgallon of the inten·
sitylechnlques which m turn will add to the growing dala
base. What doeslhe future hold? We do nol need to gazem
to a crystal ball to predict thallhe Inlensitytechnique will
have a long andact,ve life in the service ofacous\lcs

ThereactlvelntenSfty,whlchlstheproductoflheFessureond'h~

qLadraturecomponentolthepa.rtIClevalocitycanbeobtaln€Cfro',

(ReceiV6d 22 June 1988)

Signal Processing
FQr prO<:9sslng lh" Signals from the transducers 'wo 'pprGaches
Qr~ In current use. The digital fiHBrapproaclllsa{]"eot method. by
which SOUnd IntenSIty Is calculatad In true real time In 1'18 lime
domain. In the FFT approach thalntenslty IS calculdled I~ the lie
~~~~cy domain from the imaginary pert of the cross·spectrum fur~.

l,(jl
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APPENDIX
Theory of Sound Intensity

The reactive Intensrtycan be oblaoned fmHI

'"

Laboratory Measurements of the Sound
Transmission Loss of Glass and WindowsSound Intensity versus Conventional Method
A. Cops and F. Wijnants
laboratorium voer Akoestiek en Warmtegoleiding
K.U. Leuven
Celestijnenlaan 200 D
3030 Leuven, Belgium

ABSTRACT; LMlen designing buildings with" maximum of sound insulation a{}llinst tr,,!fie noise it is important to
know the different sound transmission paths of the facades. which are generally campfflx. First of all tIuJ design of
the weakest parts in the fac8de, nIlmely the windows, has to be improved. With the conventional measuring methods
it is only possible to measUf9 rile general sound insulation values of the cQlTlplere facades, not the individual p8ftS
S8{NNarely. In this research the sound inrensiry technique has boon used. With this technique it is possible to
meaSUfB different parts of building constroctions S9PBrateiy. Research hilS been dane on glass panels Imd on

(JIactical window constructions in i8b0ratory condi~·ons. The reason why meaSf.Jrements in laboratory ckcumstanctm
have been preferred is the berter eeel/raey and reprodl/cibility which ean be obr..ined with the differenf measuring
methods..

1, INTRODUCTION

2. THE TWO MICROPHONE TECHNIQUE

In recent years a new technique has been developed to measure
thll sound rodiation of sources and structures, This technique,
known as the sound intensity technique, has been primarily
applied to measure the noise power of sources but is used also
axtensively to measure too sound jransmissioniossof building
structuresfl-71
In Ofder to validate this method it FS important to compare
the results with the still existing met/lods and eventually wrth
models like the Statistical Energy Analysis technique {7), In
order to increase the measuring spaed,comparisons have been
made between the faster scanning method and the slower
fixed points measurements of the radiated sound intensity
Also of great impor1;ance is the value of the pressure·intensity
index which can be due either to more or less diffuse field
conditions in the receiving room or to tha special energy
vortices near strongly radiating panais (8,91. In order to clear
this point, measurements have been done with the sound
intensity probe both ata short distance from the glass panels
and windows and at a greater distance.
The most important advantage of tha intensity method over
the oonventionol two-foom method is the possibility to meaSure
the sound transmission loss of individual parts of a facade or
a facade element sepa,ately. This procedure has been used to
measure the sound transmission loss of the main frame, the
opening frame Which contains the glass panel and the-glass
pane! itself, of a PVC, a wQ<Jden and an aluminium window
separately and tocslculale later on the tutal sounci transmission
loss of the complete windows. These last values haw also been

It is well known that the sound intens1ty radiated by a structure
in a direction r can be cslculated from the sound pressure
measurement at two closely spaced points A and B from

~;~~~d

with:
PAandpsthamicrophonepressur""
Ilrthembophoneseparation
ImlGABlthe imaginary part of the cross-5pectl\lm between
the two microphone signalsAand B.
Whilethesoundintensitymeasuredwiththistwo-microphone
lechnique isa function of the phase difference between the
signals in the points A and S, a phase errOl" between both
measuring channels will csuse an errm in the sound intensity
lewl. It con be shown that the error is given byll01:
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with:
LK the measured prassura·intensity ,ndex, which is defined as
the measured difference between the sound pressure and
the sound intensity level
LK,o the residual pressure~ntensity index
This residual pressure-intensity index is a msasure of the
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with the results obtained wITh tha conventional

Re.idual !',essure·int"nsity index LKO of the mea,urlng sound
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A possible way to determine LK.O is to apply the same sigr.als
to both measuring channels. Due to a phaSll error between the
channels a residual intensity level is measured. Thedifterence
between this level and the measured sound pressure level is by
definition the residual pressure-intensity illdex. During this
measurement the Bruel 8- Kjaer sound intensity analysmg
system, Type 3360 has been used and an estimation of the
pressure-intensity index isgrven in Table 1
II the intensity is not measured in one point, but will be
g,ven as a mean value of N poims, it Can be shown that
Equalion 3 will also give the error, on the mean sound intensity
level caused by the phaseerrOl,if LK is considered as the
globalpressure--intensityindex'

Whereas the measured phase is proport,onal to the microphone
distance <1r between A and 8,an increase of this distance will
result in a decr1>llse 01 the measuring error. However at higher
frequencies a large, microphone distance will Cause another
error, namely the error due to the finite distance approximation
1111. As a consequence the microphone d,stance 's chosen ,n
thaI way that this last error will be smaller than 1 dB in the
Irequency interval 100-5000 Hz l<1r~12 mml. In order 10 verfly
the accuracy of th>s probe distance, measurementswilh<1r ~
50 mm were done. The results between 100Hz and 1000 Hz
corresponded within 1 dB.
Another measuring error which will be shortly discussed in
relation to this two'ffljcrophone technique is the smtistical error.
By taking the mean value of the sound intensity between N
points, this measuring errD< can be divided intolwo indepel"ldent
parts, <1 the statistical error obtained by defining the sound
intensity itself and 'Z caused by the spread of the sound
intensity betwellf1 Ihe N measuring po,nts. If the stat,stical
error, ofa quantity is delined as the ratio of the square root of
the variance olthisquantitytothequantityitsell,one has

fill ~ [<',[11 + <'2111l1(,
"UI ~ 11112NBTI{1 +llIY'''Blj

+ {llI''i'''BI-ljcot'OA8P1

'2111 = IvarmllllNI
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the coherence between the two signalsAand B
thephasedifferencebetweenAandB

3. MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT
AND RESULTS
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The laboratory facililyto measure the sound transmission loss
of test objects with either the sound intensity or theconventional method, as well 8s the complete measuring equipment
set is shown in Figure 1. The absorbing wedges surrounding
the measuring opaning during the sound intensity meaSUre·
ments were placed 10 optimise the sound lield conditions ,nto
the receiving room. Measurements have been done in an
opening with dimensions of 1.50 m by 1.25 m and a niche depth
01 0.40 m as prescribed in DIN 52 210 [12]. The opening is
staggered as shown in Figum 2. The measured glass panels
and windows were fixed as shown in this figure at a position
211 within Ihe niche
The two-microphone technique can be applied in two ways
to determine the sound intensity radiated by a test object. By
fixed point measurements, the test object is subdivided in a
large number of equally sized areas and the sound intensity
level is measured ,n the eentre point 01 these areas. When using
the scanning method,the test object ,s divided into a smaller
number 01 equal areas. The measuring probe is swept with a
speed of about 1 emls over each 01 these areas during a
well-defined t'me. The ....anned method is a faster and easier
way in obtaining resullS. The sound transmission lossc.alculated
from the sound intens,ty method is given by

R - LPl -10Iog{llINI,;, {I,1I Q lj- 6.2 + 1010g {1 + IAS,i8V,I}

VERTI[AL SECTION OF SOUND TRANSMISSION ROOMS

R .. Lp, - LP2 + 10 Jog ISiAzl +

with
Lp, and Lpl the mean va lue of the sourJd Pfessureleve! in
the transmining and receiving rooms respec,i vely
5thesurlacearea 01 the panel
5, and S2 the t01al surlace"rea olthe transmitting arJd
receiving room s respectively
V, and V2 thc volume of the lJa nsmining and receiving rooms
respectively
Al the abso'ptio n 01 the receiving room

FigOKe 2: Mwnring <JI 1M lest

spedmen "" Me Slaggered<Jpen;ng,

'<JIIowing DIN 52 210 (dimtmWns In mm!

Lp, .. the mean value 01 the sourJd pressure level in Ihe
transmin ing,oom
Ii
"' Iheradialedsoundintcnsitybytherthsurlace
N .. Ih<'l numbe r o f the subd ivided surlaces
The last te rm in tire eQlMtion is the carrection lor the Water
house-effectI 4, 13,14J.
Resu lts obtained with the fixed points and the sca nn in!!
method have been compared for a 6 mm th ick g lass panel.
During the fixed poin t~ m,,~surcm""t s the panel was s ub

Whe reas both measuring. loomS have eQlI<I l volumes of 87m'
lhe iast term in this express ion vanishes
The results 01 the conventional sound transmission loss
measurements of the glass panel with thickness 6 mm are
compared in Figure 4 with Ihe 'esullS of the sound intensity
method_ This ligu'e shows disc,epaocies of 2 dB a nd more
below 250 Hz and in the thi,d oclave band frequeoc ies 1600,
2000 and 2500Hz, which is the 'egion around the coincidence
frequency 01 the glass panel. The deviations below 250 Hz c.an
be expla ined by II lack 01 dillusivity of the transmining rOOm.
Around lhe co incidence Irequeocy Ihed illt!Jer.ccbelWeenthe
results of both measuring methods is caused by" measu ri ng
"nOl d ue to the phase error On the sound intensity meaSure-",ents, as is made c lea, in Table 1. This table gives the
muasured pressure~ntensilY irJdex 01 the soul1d fie l<.l c lose to
the 6 mm thick test object. At 1600, 2000 and 2500 Hz where

~~~~~ it:c!~~:a~~tlh'1ua!~~e~:C':=h~n!':l~..;.:.~ ~ ~',,~~~r-r~r-r~r-r~r-r,
size. Dur ing all the medsuremCnts the distance 01 the centre
poitol 01 the intcnsity probe was kepI constant al Scm from
the paneL The deviation 01 the measuring resu lts obtained wim
the li.ed point method and those I,om the scarrning method
i1,e represented in Figu'e 3. The agreement between the resullS
obtained with both measuri"ll approxi mations is, ove' lhe
whole frcquer.cy region, within the measu ring accu,acy
Ncvenhe less the agreement with tt1~ lixed po ints method is
better il the nu,nl>ttr of scanned s urlacesis,ather la'g e. In al l
other mear.urements with the so ur.d inlens;ty method the
soanning approxi mation, with a Id rllC number 01 measur ing
"'eas, is used. The sound tra nsmission loss ola teslobject
can also be measured usi r.g the wcll·kf1Own conventional
two-room method and is in thi s case calcu lated wilh the
conventional formula corrected for the Wate'bouse-e/fe<:t
14,13,141'
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The results of the me.-.surementsol the sound transmission
loss using the conv<l<1liooal and the sound intensity method,
wilt1 tho prob9 cJose to the surli>Ce. are shown in Figure 7,The
deviations between the results are geoorally less than lor the
6 mm pane measurements. The
Os that. lor aft the
fre'Queocies, e~eept near the coincidence fre'Queocy 01 the
10 mm pane, the pressure~ntensity iode. 01 the sound field
near the object is much smallet' than LK,O a nd thet'e/ore the
phaS9 et'ror on the intensity results is rather smaft. It ca" be
"oticed that the coincidence dip 01 the 10 mm panel is not
observed with the interlSity method, which can be e.plained
bV the hig~\er LK at these frequencies ITable 11, As seen from
Table I. L ~ becomes ma .ima l at the crilical frequency ollhe
10 mn, glass pane , This can be ... plained by the fact that
during the measureme"ts the double glass panel was placed
with the 10 mm pa ne faCing the receiving room. A socond
intensity mapping was done, with the panel turned around
so that the 4 mm pane laced the rece iving room. Agai"the
results matched those obtained with the con""ntional method
and there/ore are nol shown here. Now the n.a.imum values
01 the pressu . e~nten:sityi nde.were IO\.lndaI2000Hl.2500H l
and 3150 Hz. whichconespOnds with thec.itica l frequency
region 01 this 4mm pane (Table II.
tnFigure8 the.esu ltSollhesounduansmissionlossatthe
same double pMel obtained with the intensity method, with
Ihe prob!lcentre at 28 em, are compared with lhose of lhe
conventiooalmethod. Now the agrOOm<lnt b!ltween the resu lts
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i sverygoodoverthewholelrequ&rICyregionandlh8presSU'~

intensity index has decreased to such a low leval that the
phase error is negl igible.
The mOSt importanl advantage of lt1esound intensity method
compa.ed with thtl conventional one is the pOssibility to
measure the STL of indiooual parts 01 a facade e lement
separately, This procedure has been followed tomeasur" the
sound uansmissioo loss 01 the main I.ame. the opening frame
which contains the glass panel and Ihe glass panel itself.
Measurements have been done on th,ee diHe.-en! windows: a
PVC, a wooden and an aluminium window containing a 6 mm
thick glass panel. The main frame and the opening frame are
subdivided in eight equal surfaces and the ,adialedsound
intensity level is Obtained by scanning over a well-def ined
time. The glass panel is subdivided inal least JOequa l pans
and the same scanniog lime pe1' surface is used. Theme.asu.e·
ments ha"" been done with Ihe centre point of the intensity
p<obeat5cmfromtheme.asu.ingobject.Figure9,ep,esents
the STL,eSUItS obtained for the three d ifferent parts of the
PVC window. Over the whole frequency .egion the main frame
and the opening frame gi"" benllf rllSults lt1an those of the
glass panel, It is amazing that in the coirx;ideoce I.equency
,eg ionof the glass pan!!l the STL values of the frall'>8S also
have a lendencyto d,op. Thfs is. expecial ly IOf the opening
I.ame. due 10 the strong connection with the glass paoeI. Also
in this figure the OYefal l calculated STL of the window fs
presented.
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bad. II the differences ara la'gar than - 7d8 an accu,acy berte,
than 1 dB is obtained, Since LK.oisdetsrmined by the phase·
matchmg 01 the system it can be controlled by adjustment 01
the microphone spacing ll.r. The reaCl,vity near the surface 01
lheobjactdependsontheamountolabsorptionin(hereceivlng
room. on the radiatron partem 01 the measuring object and on
the standing waves within the niche as is dearly shown With
theexperimentsonthe6 mmthick glass panel.
II the sound transm'SSIon loss 01 the mllilsuflng object <s
hlgherand,asa consequeflce. the radiating pattern 01 the
surface is less complicated, thase inconveniences are less
important as shown in the experimenls With the double glass
pBnel with thickness (10i12141 mm
The intensity technique is especially valuable to measure the
STL 01 individual ports 01 composed building constructions
like windows orothe, constructIons. This gives the possibility
:~::.ect the weakest parts in the constructions and to ,edesign
(Received 8 Seplember 1987)

FigureI0:Comparism>ofth~soundtnmsmission/assofthe

•• 5mm.

FVC~~8i(;:::::::':mu:~t;;

0---0 intensirymerhorl. di.ranceofthecrmtreofrheproba
10 rhe fYNIaS(Ifing objecr5 om

In Figure 10 the overall STL obtained with the intenSity
method is compared with the conventional method results.
Also mGaSIJ,aments with the intensity technique have been
executed with the centre 01 the probeata distance 01 28 cm
from the window. At this distance only the total STL Can be
measu,ed_As before the results between the Intensity and the
conventional methOd am in better ag,eement than with the
short distance measurements. The results obtained in the
wooden and the aluminium windows show the same tendency.
This is the ,eawn why thsS!! figures a,e not included within
the text. It can be concluded that with the inten5ity method
it is possible to measu,e different parts 01 composed structures
separately. This is only possible wt\t1 the centre 01 the intensity
probe at &hort distences to ihe measuring object. Nevertheless
the overall results show some small discrepancies compared
with the conventional method especially for strong radiating
agreement
methods surfaces
Will be still
objects. It isbetween
expectedboth
thatmeasuring
with less radiating
the
better.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The accuracy and the validity 01 sound transmission loss
measurements with the sound intensity technique depends on
the difference between the measured pressu,e-intensityindex

~Ke:;u~et~~ :~i~~:~ ~;:.~~e;~~e:~~~::t~ ~~ ~:~~~i~~;
it is clea, that tor small dilfilrenc66 the measuring accuracy is
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Determination of the Insertion Losses of
Acoustic Laggings by Intensity Measurements
K.P. Byrne
School of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering

The University 01 New South Wales
P.O. Box 1
Kensington NSW 2033

ABSTRACT: The development of a rig which was used with acoustic innmllity measurements to expfNimentBlly
determine the insertion losses produced by typica/lndustrlal acoustic /aggings is d&scribed. The experiments
were designed to test the veJidity of IhfilOl'Sticsl predictions of ths inBfHtion losses. It is shown how flanking
tlansmlssfon in the rig had to be controlled to IilfIow meaningful mBlisurements to be made.

INTRODUCTION
Acoustic leggings lire used to inhibit the transmission 01 the

example, a metal plate, and those of the base structure plus

sound radiated from vibrating surfaces such as lhasa of

lagging. The sound reduction indices of an acoustiC con-

ducts, pipes and machines. The basic components 01
acousli<: laggings are porous layers, impervious barriers and
air spaces, The porous layers are often fibreglass or mineral
wool blankets and t:I1e impervious barriers are often metal
clsdding sheets or loaded plastic sheets. Sometimes "dam·
plng layers" are attached to the Impervious barriers or the
vibrsting surface. Frequently, laggings consist of nothing
more than a blsnket of a porous meterial which is leid over
the vibrating surface and then covered with a metal claddil"lQ
sheet. However, more complex laggings which incorporate
several porous layers and several impervious barriers are
also used
The transmission of sound through plane mu~i·layer
structuras has been studied lor many years. [I] to [3]. Much
of this work has been dlreoted towards understanding and
predicting sound transmission through building elements
such as double wall partitions. Surprisingly, there has been
very little interest in studying the performance 01 acoustic
Isggings despite their widespread industrial use. The
Australian Electrical Research Board acknowledged this
point and sponsored a research project Which was directed
towards improving the understanding of how acoustic laggings, partlcularlythoaeofthetype used in the power generatioo industry, function. The work, which was carried out in
the School of Mechenical and Industrial Engineering at The
University of New South Wales, involved both a theoretical
end an experimental component. The purpose of the experimental oomponent was to verify the accuracy of the
theoretical predictions. Details of the theoretical work are
given in reference [41 along with comparisons between
predicted and experimental resuRs. An outline of the
development of the rig used for the experimental work is
given in this paper.

strU(:tion are usually measured by moonting Ihe construetion between two special purpose rooms, one of which con·
tains a noise source, end measuring the sound pressures in
the rooms. The University of New Sotlth Wales does not
possess such facil~illS and a specially constructed rig was
used. The importsnt features of the basic rig are shown in
FIgure 1. The lagging was supported on a grid of fine tensioned wires which were located approximately 20mm above the

THE EXPERIMENTAL RIG
A method of measuring the insertion losse~ of an acoustiC
lagging In various frequency bBl1ds invoh/es the measurement of the sound reduction indices of a base structure. for

figUffl 1: Inlliai rig (xmiiguration

base plate. This arrangement was adopted to avoid the
mect1anical eXCitation of the lagging by the vibrating base
plate. It is possible. In princi~e at least, to determine with
such a rig, the insertion losses produced by a lagging by
measuring the sound pressures in the room containing the
rig with and without the lagging present. However, it Is
necessary to achieve a sijuation In whict1 the bulk of the
acoustic power flow Into the room is through the base plate
or the lagging when it is presellt. It wss suspected that this
silllation could not be achieved when the lagging was present, as flanking transmission Ihrough the side walls of the
rig would be important. In view of this suspiCion, which was
subsequentl~ confirmed, It was decided 10 try to overcome
the problem by using intensity measurements to determine
the space averaged acousHc IllIensity radiated from the

50mm of high density mineral wool and 0.7mm thick sheets
of Hat galvanised sleel. The rig in this config<lration is subseq<lelllly referred to as the "final rig configuration" and was
as shown in Figure 2.

~~:e~eu~;~!~~sl~g~~~~:~~::~~~f~~~~~z~eend !1-L-~~~~~~b~~1ll

by the legging to be determined. Several workers [5[ - [7[
have described how intenSity measurements can be used to
measure tt19 trensmission losses of panels and so some
basis for measuring the insertion losses In this way was
available. The acoustiC Intensity meesurements were made
wRh a 8 & K Sound Intensity Probe Type 35t9 and a B & K
Dual Channel Analyser Type 2032. The probe was fitted with
'12" microphones spaced 12mm apart whict1, ui"lder
reasonable coi"lditions, would allow measurements to be
made from 80 Hz to 5000 Hz. The narrow band intensity
measurements made with this system were processed with
a HP 3008 computer to give 1h octave band IntenSity
measuremelllS. A discussion 01 this type of measurement

~~~f;~~~::;::~E:;~~~gE~:~~~~~n~~~~ LL__----'l=:6::==~:EI:±~
diameter above the base plate or the lagging. The intensity
probewas located normal to and 200mm from the surface 01
interest. These 100 measurements were averaged to give
Ihe final res<llt. Similar processing was also applied to deter·
mine the space averaged 'h octave sound pressures at the

pro"

The 2380mm diameter base plate was made of 6mm thick
staal plate. This material and thickness were chosen as they
are representative of plates <lsed in many d<lcls in thermal
power plant. The cntlcal frequency for 6mm steel plate Is ap
proximately 2000 Hz. At higher frequencies the propagation
velocity of flex<lral waves in this thickness plate is greater
than the veklcity of sO<lnd In air at ambient conditions. The
base plate was boltad to a heavy rolled angle ring which was
attached to the top of the inner corrugated Iron tank shown
in Figure 1. This inner tank. which was approximately
2230mm in diameter and 1600mm deep, contained fO<lr box
mounted 275 watt speakers which were drillen by band
limited random noise. This system was used to aco<lstlcally
excite the base plate. The transmission of SO<lnd from the
walls of this Inner tank was inhibited by placing it in an o<lter
tank and filling the cevity between the two tanks with sand.
The rig In thiS conflg<lration is S<lbsequentl~ referred to as
the "initial. rig configuration" and was as shown in Fig<lre I.
Unfortunately, it was found that flanking transmission was
a problem with the initial rig conflg<lratlon. Even with a sim·
pie lagging there apparently was, in some frequency bands,
a nett flow of acoustic energy into the lagging from the
region above II. The illtenslty probe was used to locate the
sources of the contaminating aco<lstic energy and it was
found that this acoustic energy. came from the annular gap
between the tops of the Inner and outer tanks and the outer
s<lrface of the allier tank. II was decided in view of this and
the possible ambiamnoise problem to enclose Ihe intensity
probe in a lined chamber and to leg the ouler tank with

Figurn 2: Fmslr/gcO/lfIglJralion.

TYP[CAL RESULTS
Results with initial rig configuration
The resuks of measurements made to establish the insertion loss of a "typical" lagging witll the test rig In rts initial
conlfg<lration as shown in Fig<lfS 1 sre plotted in FifJura:> :3
and 4. The typical lagging was formed of a 20mm airspace,
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a 50mmfibreglass blanke: with allow reslstlvllyof 17.000
Raylslm and a O.81mm th'ck aluminium sheet. The insertion
losses derived from the space averaged IntenSIty
meKSuremenls plotted in Figure3 and those from the space
averaged pressure measurements plotted in Figure 4 are
plotted In Figure 5. The lheoretlcally predicted insertion
losBlIs derived by the theory descn~ed in reference !4] aTe
also shown. The "negative·· Intens,tles ,n some ';' octave
bands as shown in Figure 3 reveal the shorlcomlngs Of the
rig. The negative intensity can be ,nterpreted as a flow of
acoustic energy in\{) the lagging from the region above 11
The insertion loss measurements derived from acoustic
pressure measurements. although not showing thIS gross
error.obv'ouslydo not agree well wfth the predlcted result

Results with final rig configuration
The results corresponding to Ihose shown m Flgures3to5
are shown InFIgures6to8forthe rig in the fmalconfiguratlon. The fealllresof the rig m the final configuration are
shown In Figure 2
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COMMENTS OF THE RESULTS
It ,s well known that It IS difficult to make reliableacouSilo In·
tensity measurements In an acoustic field which is highly
reactive or contams aSlgnltlcant diffuse field component It
can be seen, with reference to Figures 3 and 4 that in the
400 Hz '/3 octave band the sot.lnd pressure level was 60dB
and the sound intenSIty level was 44dB giving a Reactivity
Index of 16dB.The sound pressure level and the sound intensity level were5BdB and 40dB respectively in the 50{) Hz
lh octave band and so the Reaclivity Index was lBdB. It was
decided, tn View of these high ReactIvity Index values, that
the Initial rig shown In Figure 1 would need modification to
reduce the Reactivity Index of the sound field In whIch t~,e
intensity probe operated,The Imtlal ng was modIfied 10 pro·
duce the fmal rig shown in Figure 2 It Can be seen from
Rgures6and7thatthe ReactiVIty Irdlces In the 400 and
500 Hz 'h octave bands were reducedt03dBas a result ot
the modIfications. Satisfactory measuroments Ihen could be
made. The IIxcell8!1t agreemert betw<'l"m ~~e predlctec and
measured insertion fosseacan be seen In Figure 8. It is also
noteworthy. that over much of the trequency range, tile III
serllon losses d!lfillild from pressure and intensity
measurements are identica.1. The ma'n ImpllcatlOll of thiS
result is that the methods used to control the flanking
transmission werll too effecti~e and sc ovm much 01 the fre
quency range of interest, aCOUSliC IIltenst)' methods wero
not in fa.ct necessruy to mea.suro the Insertion loss proJuced
by Ihe tagging. The zealousappilcatlOn oieifec,'W! methods
for controllmg flankmg transmission arose from the ditficuitiesencountered,llltially
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Soum1 Intensity 11J68suremenl techniques are utiHsoo /0 demonstrate that bounding surfaces can
affect the radiated sound power of sound 6OUroes al frequenofss where the dil!ltanCfJ, d, from the acoustic CBIltfB
of the source to the reflecting plane Is less than the corresponding acoustic; wavelength, ". Theoretical upper
limlre, based on a constant volume source model, for the variations In radiated sound power Indicate /hilt if the
source is located at the centra of e large flat reflecting surface, or at the inler66Ction of two large flat r&fIecting surfaces, or at tha intersection of three large flat reflectJng surfaces, the radiated sound power Is - 3, - 6, or - 9 dB
fflsp!1Clively grester than what it would be In free space. These values are In ac/d/tion to the wellimown diractlvity
faclor. In pracliCfl, the general trend is for the increases to be somewhat less than !hilt predloted by Ihe constant
volume model because the effeclli on non-perfact reflactions from tha bounding surfaces w/U reduce the effect of

ABSTRACT:

the image source. These obs9rvations ar9 vety important for 9fIglnear/ng noiSf> control- th9Y are fJ9Ileral/y not
well understood by nolsa control 9fIginears and are therefore Dften
levels from sound SfJUrc9S.

oV9rlooked when flStimating noise radla/Ion

1. INTRODUCTION

2. THEORETICAL CONCEPTS

It is a commoo assumption in most noise control texts that
the radiated sound power of a source is oOl"lSlanl, irrespective of the sourC9 location within the env;ronment.
How9ver, lor certain typas of sources, the close proximrty of
rigid reflecting suriaces can significantly increase the sound
power radiated at klw frequencies. PraotJcally, this means
that sources situated close to rigid boundaries such as
walls, ftoors and corners may produce sound pressure
levels greater than for free-field operation, and consequently
exceed specified noise criteria. The assumption of a constant poWBr sound source is based upon the approximation
that the acoustic radiation Impedance of a source in a freeIleid remains the same when the source Is relocated In some
environment other than a free-field. This is not always Ihe
ceSf> and, often !of vibrating and radiating structures, a
better approximation Is to assume Ihatthe sources are COilstent volume sourcas, i.6. the motion of the vibrating surface
is unaffected by the acoustic radiation loed, implying an
Infinite internal impedance. Bies' discusses the effects of
variations in acoustic radiation impedance on the sound
power of various types o/sound sources.
This paper reviews the theoretical cOl"lCepts associated
with three different sound power models (constant power
sources, constant volume sources and constant pressure
sources) and reports on some experiments that have been
conducted using a custom·built portable, sound intensity
measurement system to analyse the effects of bounding
reflecting surfacflS on the radfsted sound power of a small
dcmestic vacuum cleaner motor and a pneumatic hand drill.

Most industnal noise sources are mounted on a ground
plane or in close proximity to il. In the far-field, they can
often be approximated as single point sources. The effects
of the ground plane have to be accounted for though. These
effects are particularly pronounced when Ihe sound source
IS less than one acoustic wavelength (II) from the ground
plane. The analySiS which follows is not to be confused w~h
the concept of directiv;ty whid1 the reader might be familiar
with. The directional effects of floors, intersecting walls, corners, etc. on the sound radiation characteristics of an omnidirectional noise source are well known and documerlted.
This section relates to a point which is often omitted in the
literature on noise control engineering - that the radiated
sound power of a source can be affected by rigid, reflecting
planes
Consider the case of a monopole near a rigid, reflecting,
grOllnd plane. At some pcint In the far-field, the sound
pressure will be the sum of two sound waves - i.e. a direct
and a renected wave. The reflected wave can be modelled
by an image monopole below the reflecting surface. The
problem thus reduces to that of two Interiering monopoles.
In practice, the ground plana will have some finite reflection
coefficient (not all the sound will be necessarily renected)
and there will be some finite phase difference between the
two waves. If, as an Lipper limit, OI1e assumes that the
ground plane is a hard reflecting suriace, therlthe reflection
coefficientisunrtyandthephasedifferencebetweenthetwo
waves Is zero. The problem thus reduces to two in-phase
monopoles of equal source strength (a dipole is modelled as
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two olJl-of-phase monopoles of equal source strength).
The combined velocity potential at tha obSllrver position
(some point. x, in space) can be obtained from the
monopole velOCity potential, <1', with the source strength
O,(t) and O.(t) being of equal strength and phase. It is2
Q
¢(r,8,1)~

el(~'.kr)

__' _ _ 2cos(kdros8) ,
4m

where Q~ is the peak ~alue 01 the velocity potential, r is the
radial distance, 0 IS the angular position, k is the
waVEInumber and d is the distance from the acoustic c;entre
of the sourc;e to the ground plane. When d« A ,kd« 1
and the above equation simpliliesto

¢(r,~ ~ _ 2Qpe~~'·kr)

.

Equation 2 Is simply double the far·field I'EIl0city potential
for a monopole sound source! The hard, feflecting ground
plane has resulted in a doubling of the velocity potential
which in tum produces a fourfold increase In the sound Int8l1sity. There Is only a twofold Increase in the radiated
sound power because the intensity only needs to be integrated over helf space (the other half Is baffled by the rigid
groufld plene). The sound intens~y is"

I(r)

~ Q:"'~'~OC

,

4«
and the radiated sound power is

II

~

2rr/I(r)

~ ~nnlpoc
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The Interesting result to come out of this limit analysis Is
that the radiated sound power of the monopole has been
doubled. This is essentially because while the r.m.s.
strength, O,m.. and the surface vlbrationat vetocity of the
source have flOt ohanged (from when h is radiating Into free
space), the reftecting plane has produced a doubling of the
velocity potential and the a!:Custic pressure. So, instead of
hayjng a constant sound power, the source has a constam
volume velocity. These concepts of constant volume veloci·
ty sources as opposed to the more commonly referred to
constant power sources are discussed from an engineering
noise control point of view in this paper. They oan be regarded as an upper limit - in practice the effects on non·parfect
reflections from the ground plane will reduce the effect of
the Image source. Norton" diSCUsSes a more rigorous
analysis lor the effects of a reHecting plane on a monopole.
Now, for a simple omni-(iirectionru sound source,

represents the lower limit of variations in radiated sound
power. If the source were aconstant volume source, II would
increase as Q Increases; thus an Increase in P'ml and I is a
'
function of both and II.
From the preceding discussfon it can be seen that for a
constant power source, the effect of the ground refleotor Is
to fold the sound field back onto itself; for a constant volume
source, in sddi~on to this, the pressure is doubled. By con·
Sldering velocity potentials and aflalyslng the problem from
fundamentals, it is evident that instead of a twofold increase
in intens~y (as would be expected if a directMty factor of two
was allocated to the baffled source) there Is an additional
factor to be accounted lor - the radiated sound power of
the source hasincreasedl The velocity potential (and hence
the acoustic pressure) everywhere has now doubled. Thus,
for a constant volume source, II _ 1100 and equation 5
becomes

o

I

~

nQ'

Lp - Ln o + lOloglGQl - IOIoglo4rri .
Based on the arguments presented in the preceding
paragraphs, In principle, three sound power models can be
postulated: constant power; constant volume; and, cMstant
pressure. The effects of source position on the86 aound
power models are summarised In Table 1. From the lable It
can be seen thai if a sound source is modelled as a constant
powar source, the source position does riot affect its
radiated sound power; il a sound source is modelled as a
constant volume sourc;e, reflecting sllrlaces Increase the
radiated sound power of the sou roo; il a sound source ill
modelled as a !:Cnstant pressure source, reflecting surfaces
decrease the radiated sound power of the souroe. The constant volume model is a consetvatlve model end represents
an upper limit. In reality. most practical sources lall
somewhere in between the !:Cnslan! power model and the
constant volume model - i.9. hard reflecting surfaoos do
have an effect on the sound power radiated by the source at
frequancies where the distance, d, from the a!:Custic centre
of the source to the reflecting surface Is smaller than the
acoustic wavelength (d «Ie ). As mentioned in the introduction, constant power and constsnt volume sources
can bethought of in terms of acoustic radiation impedances:
the widely used constant power source model is based upon
TABLE 1

Varllliions fn radIated sound power for
different sound power models

Source
Poshlon

Dlillctivity

Free.pace
Centreo/a

1 (+0 dB)

~~~:!at
where I is the sound intensity, r is l!1e distance from the
source, and 0 is the directivity factor (note that Q is rIOt a
source strength here). For a constant power source, II '" II.
= a constant; hence, as 0 increases, P,m.2 and I increase.
If, for argumllnt. the source were a COrlstar1t pressure
source, p...~ '" a !:Cnstant lind as 0 increases It would
decrease. The ooncept of a constant pressure source is a
theOfetical one and. as will become evident shortly, ~

4:l .

By taking logarithms on both sides

~urf~oos

2U,(+3d8)

11oI2(-3d8)

4 110 (+6 dB}

11014 (-fidB)

81Io{+9d8)

floIB(-9d8}

'"
4(+6d8)

Inle,"""tion
of three
largaflat
8{+9dB)

pressure
II = lIolO

"

2(+3dB)

Intersection

"""
~~~~!~
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SoundpoW<lrmodel
Const,
ConS!.
volume
II ",II. It",lI.,Q
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the approximation that the acoustic radiatiorl impedance of
a source in a free-field remains the same when the source Is
relocated close to reflecting surfaces. whereas the constant
volume source model accounts for the fact that the motion
of many vibrating surfaces (machine covers. engine blocks.
small motors, pumps, etc.) Is unaffected by the acoustic
radiation load. implying an infirlite internal impedarlce. The
constant pressure source model is only a theoretiCal con·
cept. representing a lower limit. There is some discussion
amongst researchers that certain aerodynamiC noise
sources can be modelled as constant pressure sources
(Bies1), but this point needs to be quantified.
The experiments reported on in this paper, using sound
intensity measurement techniques. Illustrate that the
radiated sound power of a small domestic vacuum cleaner
motor and a pneumatic hand drill is depend6l1t UPOIl the environment. Whell the distance, d, from the acoustic celllre of
the source to the reflecting plalle Is less thall the acoustic
wavelength, A • tile radiated soulld power is IlOt collstan!.
The genarsl trend is for the illcreases to be somewhat less
than that predicted by the constant volume model. Typical
increases in r!!diated sound power for sound sources positioned in a corner, over the corresponding free-field values.
are of the order ol6-B dB at those dominant source frequencies where d« A .

3. DETERMINATION OF SOUND POWER
USING THE SOUND INTENSITY
TECHNIQUE
3.1 General comments
The principle of sound int9l1sity (and sound powsr)
measuremel"lt using the two microphone technique is well
established and will therefora only be briefly outlined here.
Progress in the application of sound intens~y techniques to
noise control engineering can be found in a recent paper by
Mallng".
The sound power. II. of a noise source can be approximated by aNfin~e sum of the form

n~ bIn.taSk '

after the signal processing stage to allow lor tapa recording
or digital analysis; (iii) external octave or one-third-octave
filters and (iv) true mean-square averaging and immediate
display of the overall axial sound intensity vector. The term
"axial" refers to the direction which is collinear with the two
microphone membranes.
The two microphone output voltages, V, and V2 • ere epplied to the individual inputs into the unit where they ~
multiplied by their respective calibration constants, i.e. (x,
!pressure/Voitsl and (X2 [pressure/volts). The gain In each
channel can be set 10 the particular calibration constant of
the microphone by using an intemal reference source. III
ttlls stage, both microphone signals are also ee-coupled and
low-pass fiRered. This process is achieved by using matched broedband amplifiers with individual variable gains In
conjunctio rl w~h matched low-pass filters. This section 01
the circuit has lessttlan 1.50 phase variatIOn between both
channels in the frequency range 100 Hz - 12.B kHz. The
difference between the two pressure signals is ttlen led Into
an Integrator stege. A considerable amount of time was
spent in ~Ptimising the integrator. The final ve~on which is
Installed In ti1e Signal processing unit has a gam accuracy
which Is better than 0.1 dB, and a phase which is accurate to
within 2C in the frequency range 100 Hz - 12.8 kHz. The
signal from the integrator is fed separately Into a sum and
difference amplifier. In the sum smpHfier. the sum 01 the two
microphone pressures is added to the integreting amplifier
output signsl. In the difference amplifier. the sum olthe two
microphone pressures Is subtracted from the Integrsllng
amplifier output signal. The sum and difference amplifiers in
the signal processor un~ have a gain error of less than 0.06
dB, and the reiative phase difference between them is less
than lQ in the frequency range 100 Hz-12.B kHz. It should
be pointed out that the error values given in the preceding
paragraph are the worst cese values. Thess worst case
values occur at the high frequency end 01 the operating
range for all the components with the exception 01 the In·
tegrator. The low lrequency phase error for the sum and d~
ference amplifiers and the filters is approximately ±0.1".
These points are verified with the accurate results obtalne-d
during the calibration procedure whiCh was conducted In a
standing wave tube (see section 3.3 and Table 2).
The signal analysis required to evaluate the sound intenSity component I, in terms ot the signals h and I. from the second sel of sum and difference amplifiers is quite straightfor·
ward. The outp!Jt from the final summing emplifier is given
by

where 10,1< is the average normal sound intensrty component
over the surface area as•. This is usually aChieved by
dividing 1M imaginary surface into smaller discrete surfaces
and measuring the normal sound intenSity at a fixed position
f(PJ(tJ-P1(!))dl+(PIW+P1(1)) ,
on these smaller surfaees. Tl'lesollnd intensity is then given
by the sum of Equation B. An alternative. is to sweep Ihesound intensity probe over a larger representative surface
and the output from the final difference amplifier is given by
area. The sound intens~y is thus averaged during the
sweeping process. The multiplication of the average normal
sound intens~y by the swept surface area results in the
radiated sound power through that represantative surface
area. The sweep t9Ctmique was used to determine the
radiated sound power in this investigation.
In practice, the signals ere usually stationary and the ellpected square velues of Equations 9 and 10 can be time3.2 The custom-built signal processing unit
averaged and subtracted lrom each other. Denoting the
Radiated sound power estimates, using the sound intensity
time-averaged value by an 6verbar. ttle process vields.
technique. can be obtained practically via an_'logue or
dlg~a1 techniques. The custom-built Signal processing unit
used In this work is an analogue one. The processing urlit is
small. portable, relatively inexpanslveand easy to constrllGt.
The basis of the processing unit is a quarter-square
multiplier configuration. Some of the prerequisites for this
Hence, from the two microphone definition of lKlund IntenSiunit were that it Should inClude: (i) the setting of the calibraty. the sound intens~y vector compooent in the x-direction is
tiOfl constanls for the two microphones; (II) analog outputs
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TABLE 2
Sound Intensity me6SUrements In a pipe with
slnusoidan excltatlon of organ pipe modes

r. ~ ~"~ .
8 p Ax
The mean square value of a signal can also be evaluated
by the area under the auto spectrum of the signal. Thus, Detween the frequencies f, and!"

Frequency

I (using eqn 14)

(H.

(dB)

I,(S.I. aystem)
(dB)

480

95.5
88.5
95.3
97.5
98.1

95.5
67.8
95.6
97.8
98.0

'"
Il
where G,,(f) and G..(f)
end h(t) respectively.

are the one-sided auto spectra of 11(t)

3.3 System calibration
A Bruei & Kjaer (B & K) type 3519 sound intensity probe
system was used. This system can be used with 6.35 mm
diameter type 4135 microphones or 12.7 mm diameter type
4165 microphones. The microphones are arranged In a
face-to-face configuration, separated by a plastic spacer of
either 6 mm or 12 mm lor the 6.35 mm micrphones and 12
mm or 50 mm for tile 12.7 mm microphones. The probe
microphones era calibrated using a B & K pistOllphone type
4220. The calibration constants are then set on the sound intensity signal processing unit. This minimises any error due
to gain differences Detween the two microphones. Both the
12 mm spacing/6.35 mm micropl1one and the 50 mm specingll2.7 mm microphone configurations were used in the
eKperiments reported on hare, to axtat'1d the useful frequency range, as recommended by GadeS.
The complete sound intensity measurement system was
celibrated in a pipe with a standing sound wave (with a standing wave ratio of • 3-17 dB). The sound intensity of a plal'\8
standing wave in a pipe can be estimated by measuring the
~inimum and ma)(fmum mean square pressure along the
pipe. I! can be shown" that using these two values, the

OO":':'j't" ;t"'·"
pc

'rom

pc

where I, Is the sound intensity in the axial diraction and pc Is
the characteristic impedance. A horizontally suspended
steel pipe 3.050 m long with an inside diameter of 203 mm
was used for thiS purpose. A loudspeaker was fi)(ed at one
end, whilst the other end was left open, The first higher
order acoustiC cut..aff frequency was calculated to be at 940
Hz. Sinusoidal exaltation was applied 10 the loudspeaker
below the first acoustic cut..aff frequency at 480 Hz, 547 Hz,
716 Hz, 775 Hz and 836 Hz. The freql!Bncles used for the
Sinusoidal excnation were in close proximity to the organ
pipe mode frequencies. Using aim long e)(tension rod, the
sound intensity probe was inserted Into tile pipe to determine the minimum and maximum sound pressure level for
each particular exC!tatiolllrequem:y. Equation 14 was then
used to determine the BOund intensity. The sound intensity
was also measured with the sound intensity probe and the
Signal processing unit. The results of both methods are sum·
marised In Table 2.
I! should be pointed out, that the outputs I, and I, from the
signal processing unit were fed Into a two-channel spectrum
anatyser, where the soLlnd intensities from the two aulo
spectra 3;, and G.~ and Equation (14) were evaluated. The
n:su~s in Table 2 are very encoLlragillQ wilt1 the largest
discrepancy being only 1.3 dB at 547 Hz, all other
measurements being within 1 dB. This is particularly so
because such a sound field Is pLlrely reactive, and it is well
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known that differential phase shifts in the microphone cl1annels leOO to an overestlmaticn 01 sound intenMy in highly
reactive fields.
The residual reactivity index, ~,o' (Gade" discusses
raactivity indices in some detail) of the complete BOund
intensity systam (12.7 mm microphones & 50 mm spacer)
was estimated to be -13.1 dB at 250 Hz arod -17.0 dB at
500 Hz. The reactivity indices, L,. of the test sources were
typically - 3.5 dB at 250 Hz and -2.3 dB at 500 Hz. Hence,
the low frequency dynamic capability of the system Is well in
excess of the recommended 7 dBS.
As a further qualitative test, sound pressure level
measurements were obtained at distances of 350 mm, 700
mm and 1400 mm from the acoustic centres 01 the sources.
In each case, there was a clear decresse in sound pressure
level (- 3-5 dB) with eaoh doubling Of distance, Indicating
tIlat the field was not highly reactive. Also, the experimental
resuhs obtainad with the custom-buil! signal processing unit
compared very favourably with Similar axperimental results
obtained wrth a Data Precision DATA SOOO digital signal
analyaar (using Ihe cross-spectral technique) the only phase
error present in the latter case being the phase error
associated with the B&K sound Intensity probe.

4. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Two common appliances (a small domestic vacuum c!eaner
motor and a p!1eumatic hand drill) were chosen for the
e)(perimentar maasurements becsuse their compact size,
output noisa spactra and lack of strong directlonalitymesnt
that they could reasonably be approximated as monopole
sound sources at !ow frequencies.
Sound power measurements were first made for the
vacuum cleaner motor. For this machine, the major noise
sources are the electric motor itself, suction fan noise and
vibration and structure borne noise radiated by the p1astic
casing. It has baenshown In the thecretical section oflt1is
paper and In other recent investigations (for example Zhao
and Zheng") that the increase in radiated sound power
caused by bourKIing surfaces is significant only at
frequencies where d «A. For a practical source placed in
contact w~h a fioor or the junction of intersecting surfacs,
the dimsnsion d is the effective radius of the course. This
dimension is approximately 65 mm for the vacuum cleaner
motor, and a sound wave with this wavelength corresponds
to a frequency of - 4 kHz. Increases In radiated sound
power would therefore only be expected at frequencies
somewhat less than ·1 kHz for the vacuum cleaner motor
section. From tile sound pressura lavel spectrum In Figure 1
(un calibrated sound pressure level scale relative to 2 x 10-5
Pal rt was observed that the noise output peaked at - 2800
Hz, but that Identifiabla components existed at frequenCies
as low as 800 Hz. This suggests that the overall radiated
sound power of the vacuum cleaner motor should not be
affected by the bounding surfaces -I.e. only the sound

Figure I: Sound pressure level speotra of the VBOUUm d8aner
motor end Ihs pneumatic hand drIJl
(ralaffve units, dB re 2 " Irr'Pa)

power associated With frequency components less than
-1kHz should be affected
A small pneumatic hand dJiIi was chosen as the second
source becal.lSe of Its very small size and the ability to adjust
the running speed to give a noise output with high sound
levels at low frequencies. A primary peak of - 350 Hz was
selected with a number of strorlg harmonics failing in the
frequency range of interest, resulting in a noise source with
distinctly different spectral characteristics to those of the
vacuum cleaner motor. This is clearly evident from the
second sound pressure level spectrum which Is also
presented In Figure 10 Theeffective radius of the hand drill Is
approximately 40 mm. This corresponds to an acoustic
wave with a frequency of - 8.6 kHz, implying that Increases
in radiated sound power could be.expected at frequencies
below - 2kHz. Here, since the dominant frequencies in tha
sound pressure spectrum are less than 2 kHz, thaoverall
radiated sound power of the hand drill shOUld be affected by
the bounding surfaces.
An important considerstion conceming the relative soum!
powers radiated in the various measuremerltlocationB is to
ensure that other factors do not alter the runl"ling condition
of the source over the lime period required for the
experiments. In the case of the electric vacuum cleaner
motor, no significant fluctuations In input electrical power or
operational efficiency would be expected to occur as all
measurements were taken consecutively once the motor
had been 'wermed up' to a steady state. For the pneumatic
hand drill, a large constant pressure air supply was us8d,
and the oontrol valve used to regulate the funning speed
was securely taped to prevent accidental adjustmant of the
setting. It may be concluded therefore that any variation In
rad~ted sound power that did occur was due to the effect of
the nearby reflecting Burfaces, al"\d that no other soum!
power varietions occurred.
The sound power radiated by the two experimental
sources was determined USing the sound inten9ity
measurement 9'{stem discussed earlier irl this peper. Signal
digltlsatlon, sampling snd data processing were performed
with a Data Precision DATA 6000 djg~al analyser controlled
by an HP-88 microcomputer. Experimental measurements

were conducted irl a large room wI1ich provided an
environment in whlct1 the sound field was not diffuse for the
types of sound sources used. Four source meS9urement
locations were used within the room, it1BSe baing: ~) the
souroe suspended by a boom 1600 mm above the tiled
linoleum floor; (iij on the floor In tI1e centre olthe room; (III) at
the junction of the floor and a plaster coated brick wall; and
Qv) in a corner.
Sound inten9ity meaSurements were made u~ng a cubic
surface er.closing Ihe source. The sweep technique was
used to scan Ihe sound intensity probe over the
measurement surfaoes with an extension arm and a hand
grip whil9t the microphone signals were being sampled and
analysed. A cube w~h 515 mm sides WS9 selected to define
1M surface over which the sound Intensity was measured,
and the total radiated sound power was determined by
summing the contributions for all the cube fSCBS which were
not coincident with a reflecting plane. The cube dimension
was ~hosen such tI1at the source could be kept at soma
distance from anyone measurement fa~e (and hence from
the probe), as recommended by Rasmussen 7 and Wu and
CrockerA. Six scan lines per surface were used, resulting in
a characteristic sampling length, I" of nearly 85 mm. This
dlmension(JJ is small compared to both the distance from
the acoustic centre of the source tothe scan surface, and an
acoustic wavelength In the frequency range of Interest. This
relates to the accuracy of approximating the true surface
integral by a number of discrete measurements and is
discussed in some detail byPope".
Care was taken during the experlmentaJ program to use a
constant and consistent a scanning speed as possible to
improve the preci9ion for hand-swept scanning, as
recommended by Bockhoff"o In addition, a Slow Bweep rate
WII9 used so thai at least two samples were taken per 9can,
and a total of 50 averaged samples were taken for eaCh
surface. Due to the airflow generated by both appliances, a
sJ,Jt1ericaJ windshield was used with the sound intensity
probe. The effect of a windshield is to reduce the accuracy
of the im!Mdual sound intBl19ity mell9urements. However, it
has been demonstrated by Rasmussenlo tt1at this effect
cancels lor relative measurements made under similar
cOrldltlons. Thus, the differences between tha sound power
radiated for a source in free space and in contact with
variOUS reflecting surfaces (e.g. a comer) can be used with
cOl"lfidence.
It is a recognized faot that reflections due to microphone
clips, exten9ion arms and so on carl cause errors in the
determinalion of sound inten~ty. However, the B & K sound
Intensity probe and exten~on have been designed to
minimize suoh errors. Similarly, it might be expected that
the feflecting surfaces (i.e. walls and Hoor) could cause
measurement errors when the sound irltensity probe is irl
close pro~imity to them during a scanning process.
Investigations conducted by Thompson and Huynh" and
Thompson and Treel21ndlcste that for d «A (i.e. low kd),
the errors assoCiated with such reftectiOOs are in9igificant.
Parameter lim~sofO.l" kar "1.3 and 0" A rlr "0.5 are
9uggested for a "worst-case" design with a maximum
inaccuracy of ± 1.5 dB (k = o:.lc Is the wavenumber, Ar is
the miorophoneseparation, and r ISlhe distancabetween
the source and the measurement point). The system used in
the experiments reported on here is well within these
operational guidelines

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND
CONCLUSIONS

The e~perlmental resu~s rorthe radiated sound power of the
domestic vacuum cleaner motor and the pneumatic hand
drill are pMgented in FIgures 2, 3 flI!d 4. Narrowband (100

Figure 2: ASlali"" ""iiated sound power levels (dB adflJrenoe) for
Ih8vaeuumel8,mermotor.(F-dllfetenceberweenHoorandfroo
apaC8vefues;WIF_dilferonallbalweanwalVlfoorlnllJrSflCllon
and free spa"" values; C - di/feronce belW9en comer and frail
spaceveJues.)

jl-~

Figt!re 3: ReJalii19 red/aled sound power levels (riB dilfererwe) far
the pneumaric h8J1d drill. (I' _ di/ference belweon fleer and frIJIJ
spa""va/utis;WIF-dilferenceb9twlJenwallllloorlnlSrS/Jcfion

andlreespac8val"",s, C-dff/erfmCebatweencornerandfroo
lIpaceval"",s.)

Figure 4: AeJaliVIJ oVIJr~" radiated IlOUnd power I8vefs
(dB difference) for rim vacuum alBansr moror (VM) and /ha
pneumalic hand driH (PDj for dilferent source Iocallons.
(F_d//ferencebelwHnf/oorandfreespaCfJVeJU9S;
WIF-dilference between walVf/of)(InlSrsecrion and lree space
velues; C - difference between comer 8fld tree space values)

Hz frequency bands) and overall sound power
measurements were obtained. The results In Figurw 2 and
3 are relative radiated sound power levels (dB differences
between the different locations and the free space value) for
the narrow band maasuremants at low frequencies where
d «A- i.e. the results ara presented in 100 Hz frequency
bands with center frequencies ranging from 250 Hz to 950
Hz. The significant increases in radiated sound power for
U1e different locations are clearly sae~. The results
presented in Figures 2 and 3 clearly illustrate that the

radiated sound power of a sound source is dapendent upon
ds environment wtlen the distance, d, from the ecoustic
centre ofll1e source to the reflecting plane is lass than the
acoustic wavelength, A - i.e. reHecting surfaces can affect
the sound powar characteristics of a sound source. The
results presanted in Figure 4 are relatlVa overall radiated
sound power measurements (dB
differences between
space value).
the different locations and U1e free
The overall sound power radiated by the
vacuum
cleaner motor is not affected by the oounding,
reflecting surfaces, whereas the overall sound power
radiated by tha pneumatic hand drill is. This is because tha
dominant source frequencies for the former (sae Figure 1)
are greeter than - 2 kHz - i.e. in the region wtlera d > A ,
wh!lst the dominant source frequencies for the latter (see
Figure 1) are lass than -2kHz - i.e. in the regior'l where
d <:<:A .
The results in Figure 2 demonstrate that increases in low
frequency narrowband radiated sound power are observed
even though the dominant SOl,Jrce of sound is at a much
higher frequency (see Figure 1). However, because one is
meesuring sound pressure levels that are some 15 dB below
the peak leval at - 2800 Hz OI1a would expect the errors In
the measurement system to be larger due to a lower signal
to noise ratio. The negative dB diflerenoes of -1.5 dB that
were racordlKl in some frequency bands are probably a
consequence of this. What ls clear Is that whilst the
reflactlng surfaces do not hsva an effact on the overall
radiated sound power (Figure 4), they do hava a noticaabla
affect on the radiated sound power in the low frequency
bands.
The results In Agure 3 pertain to a situation where tha
dominant source of sound Is within the low frequency
region. The peaks at 350 Hz, 450 Hz, 750 Hz and 850 Hz
correspond, in general terms, with the maxima in the sound
pressure level spectra. (Figure 1), and U1e reflacting surfaces
do have a distinct effect on the overall radiated sound power
(Figure 4)
Two main conclusions come out of this study. Firstly,
reflectirlg, bounding surfaces do indeed affect the radiated
sound power of sound sources at frequencies where the
distanCll, d, from the acoustlo centre of the source to the
reflecting plane is less than the ecoustic wavelength, A.
Theoretical upp",r lim~s, besed on aconstantvolumesource
mod"'l, for the variations in radiated sound pow",r indicat'"
that If the source IS located at the centre of a large fiat
reflecting surface, or at the intersection of two large flat
reflecting surfaces, or at the intarsectlon of three larga Hat
reflecting surfaces, the radiated sound power is - 3, - 6 or
- 9 dB respectively graster than what ~ WlJuld be in fres
space. Secondly, in prectice, the general trand is for the
increases to be somewtlat less than that predicted by the
constant volume model because tha effects on non-perfect
reflections from the bounding surfaces will reduce the effect
of the image source.

As already stated earlier on in ttlls paper, these results are
very Important for engineering noise control - U1ay are
Q",nerally not well understood by noise control engineers
and ere therefore olten overlooked when estimating noise
radiation levels from sound sou roes.
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Some Experiences with
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ABSTRACT; Sound intensiry methods in a narmaI enVironment a.a compared with standard laboratory rTl6fhods for
tire m8i1SUr8ment of (a) sound power from a amaH hand drjJl, (bl S[}IJnd transmission loss of a waH.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Australian Defence Force Academy. incorporating a
University College of the University of New South Wales.
receiv.. d ,ts fi,st intake of students in 19B8. In the following
vear. an extensive range of items of equipment for use in the
acoustic faCilities vvithin the Department 01 Mechanical
Engineering were purchased and the anechoic room commissioned ILai. 1987). This equipmant included a Bruel & Kjae,
Dual Channel FFT Analyse,. type 2[)32. with a sound intensity
probe. type 351Sand a dedicated micro·compute,. Over the
Iastyearexpe,iencewiththeuseofthesoundintenSJtysystem
has been obtained in a number of areas. This note outlines
some of the findings associated with the measurement
techniques

2. SOUND POWER
With the use of sound intensity measurements. thedatermination
of sound power from machinery and othe, noiso sources
does not have I<l be made in a special acoustic envi,onment,
. such as an anechoic room. The sound power is determined
direc~v from th .. measurement of the sound intensity normal
to a siJrfaca forming an hypothetical enclosure for the source
The sources of error associated wfth the measurements of
sound illtansity have been given by Gode 119B5). Basically the

was 01 the order of 10 dB which agrees with most measure
ments reported to date
Good agreement has been obtained between determinalions
of the sound power of sources from measurements of the
soundpressureleveloverahemisphereinaf,eefieldtanecho<c
room) and from sound intensity measurements in a normal
..nvironment la room of volume B5 m' with a ,e"",beration
time of O.S sec at 500 Ht). The comparisons for a small hand
drill Can be saen on Figure 1. Forthajwctapositionrneasure·
ments a B&K reference sound sour~e. type 4205. was used in
1:I1e anBGhoic rOOm. As the motor in the hand d,iII S9lS up
air circulation. the me85uremants at tha low frequencies
whhout a windscreen led to very high values. The measure
ments with the windscreen ind>eal.. supprassion of the effects
of the mean air flow

3. ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES Of.
BUILDING MATERIALS
Measurements of sound intllnsity can be used for dete,minatKln
otthe sound transmission loss ISTLI of building materiais.The
STL is defined as:
STL = 10 log IWiIW,)
whe,e W, is the incident sound power

~~~~~~~~~n~~dli;;! i~;~~t~~~e!~~Y~:=i~~~:rt~~n~~ ~~

W, is the radiated sound power

the finije difference approximalion used in the derivation of the

;~~:~s~Fcr~~~;:. the particle velocity and the pressure at

th~n~::'~/~~a.:'~u~~~:~~oo~l~h~eS~~~~~~:sO!~ys:~~~
which passes into the ..nclosing surface through one area will
pass out through another. In practice there is a limit to this
external noise suppression and this was e~amined by measuring
over a surface enclosing no sound source. The external noise
was provided by a loudspeaker soulCfO having a sound power
of as dB. The apparent sound power of the nonexistent source
range from -78.4 to 17.B dB. The results. similar 10 those of
Su,nemann et 01 {19B5). indicate an external noise suppression
of around 10 dB for the sound intensitv system used. A
simplified model. developed to examine the sensitivity of the
appamnt power measured to the error ••. associated with the
mtensity measurement showed that for low values 01 , the
nois6 suppression changedrap'dly .... g. for. IromOto ±0.5dB
the noise suppression ranged Irom >50dBt020dB lui and
Dombek,19S]). For an error '. of ±1 dB. the noisesupp,ession

gO'"
IdL:,
eo

The Influence of Background Noise on Sound
Power Determination by Measuring Sound
Intensity in Different Environments
N. Tandon
ITMMEC, Indian Institute of Technology
New Delhi 110016 India

ABSTRACT: The effect of the background noise levels on the sound power rJelermimloon by sound intensity technique
is investigated. The seeMing method of m68SullJfTJent is used in an ordinary room and in an i/COustic chamb(!f', The
results inriicere that the sound power can b6 determined 8cr:urate/y even if the background noise level is higher than
the $(JufC8level, in both the rooms. 8/JCkground noise levflls of about 5 dB highe! than the SOVrc8 level can be accepted
for an accur8Cy of

± 7 dB in the sound power levels.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the advantages of determining sound power of sound
soutces by sound intensity measurements isthattha measure

menlSC<ln be performoo even in the presencB ofstaady back·
ground noise. The measurements are conducted with the probe
held normaltoa hypothetical surface, called the control surface,
enclosing the source and assuming that there is no sound
absorption within this surface. so that the background noise
antering tha surface is equal to the noise leaving the surface.
50 It is even possible to perform maasurements when the
e><\raneousnoiselevelsarehigherthanthesourcelevels.8ut
In practice limitations are imposed by the dynamic range of
the instruments. sound lield distribution and tile measurement
distance lrom the source [1-2J. The present work is aimed at
Investigating the extent of the influence 01 the background
noise on sound power obtained from sound intenshy. The
measurements were performed in two different environments
01 an ordinary room (96 m' volumel and an aCQusticallydamped
room 166m'volumelwhosewallsandceiling have been treated
with sound absorbing materials [3]. The sound absorption
coefiicient for the acoustic room varies between 0.83 and D.91··
in tha frequency range 01 125 Hz to 8 kHz. The awrage
reverberation time 01 the ordinary room is 0.93, 1.06, 1.07 and
1.01 sec. at 250. 500, lkand2kHzrespectively

BeforedBlermininglhesoundp<lwerO/lhereferencesource,
5S.withbackgroundnoise,thesoundpowerolthasourcealone
without speaker was determi""d six times in ea~h room to
study the reproducibility of the mea5urements, The results of
these mea5urementsare given in Table 1. As seen in thstabla
quile good reproducibility was obtained in both the rooms.
With a lower standard deviation for the acoustic chamber.
The sound power obtained without the speaker in each room
is taken as the rslerence sound power 01 the source. The
difference between the bac~g'ound and the source noise. ~Lp,
is defined as

where Lp,BN is the sound pressure level of the speaker, led with
a random noise signal. measured at the base edge of the
control surface box, lacing the speaker and Lp,RS is the
sound pressure level 01 Ihe refe<ence source at the same point.
~4levels 01 -10. -5. O. 10, 15 and 20 dB were used for
obtaining sound power 01 the source in both the rooms. The
difference in the sound power levels of tile source obtained
with the background noise and the sound power lave1 of the
source without background noise (speaker off) is denotp.d as
M-w

2. EXPERIMENT
All the intensity measurements hav8 been performed over a
1 metre cubical box shape control surlace enclosing a relerence
sound soorce (55). A speaker used as a source 01 producing
background noise was placed at a distance of 1.5 m Irom one
edge 01 the base 01 the control surface box. Sound intensity
was measured normal 10 the live surfaees of the box using a
laee to face intensity probe with 12 mm spacer. a dualchannei
FFT and a desktop compute .. A random noise signal was fed
to the speaker through a power amplifier. Sound intensity WaS
measured by sweeping Iscanning methodl the probe manually
with an approximate speed of D.3 mls and with Ihe distance
be!ween swseps being 20 em lopprox.l. The data were stored
in the computer and the 50und power determined in the
Irequency range 125to 5k Hz.

Table 1Reproducibility of Measurements
Sound Powa, Measured. dB
Ordinary room

n"
79.5

79.5

79.7

79.5
79.5
79.5

79.7

79.7
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Figure 1:lnflu"""~ofthediffsrenl;flofb8Ckground8ndSO(J£ce
nOISeleveJ,.r:.i.pontheaccuracyofsoundpowerdeUJrffllnariofl.

flgwe2:Rea ctiv!tv vs backgroundamJ.ource
soundpressureleveldiffe",nlXl,MF'

3, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The values of Llolw olJlained lor both the rooms are plortsd
againstLlo~inFigurel.ltisseenthattheerrorinsoundpower

~o~~~\~e~h:i:o~~~~dl~:~~:rLlo~Lw\~~o~~n n:~:~i::
then again positive, Bockhoff l21 also reports LloL w becoming
negativeinthefreefieldconditionsaftercertainoiLplllVllls
indicating that the mlillsured power levels with background
noise become lower than the sound p<JwBr of the SOurCe. The
results obtained indicate that sound power can not be
determined accurately if oi~ is higher than about 10 dB
LloLp levels of appro~_ 5 dB are acceptable for ±1 dB accuracy
in sound power, for both the rooms, This means that sound
power can be determined by sound intensily technique even if
the background sound ptessure level is higher than that 01 the

the control surface for different llalues of LloLp. As expected,
thesccuracy of sound power delermination in Figure 1 suffers
woth increasing value ot reactivity. The speed otthe sweep was
kept constant throughout the mMsuremenls whBreas it should
bll slower far high values 01 rsacti"ity. So probably better
results {i,e. highe< levels otoiLp being acceptable) Can be
expacted il the scanning speed is slower for higher LlLp levels.

Figure 2 shows the average rlillctivity,the difference betweell
the measured llalue for pressure (Lp) and intensity {L11,around

FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
R, B, Randall
Brual & Kjaer Publication, 19B7,
344 pp. Price $60
The newly published Ihird edihon of
B&K's frequency analysis bock covers
bolhslgnalanalysis,o/tenrererredto
as one channel anelysi5, and system
analysis, alien called two channel analysis_ Rather than focusing on the traditional distinction between analog and
digjjal analysis, Ihe author, R. B.

What characterises this book Is its
balance between in-depth·goingback_
ground theory on 5illnal processing,
e~plained in a pictorial and easy-te~nderstand manner, and e"amples of

applications ranging trom the electro~~fdu:tic to the machine diagnostic
In It Ihe rea!lerwill find all necessary
defonitoons from the slmplesl, such as
power spectral dllnsity and averaging
process, to more elaborate ones such
".-impulse response, cross-correlalion
or frequency response. Less straight
forward enalysis (such as the anal)'lis 01
shorlorlongtranslentsortheanalysls

diagnosllc in rotating mach-nes are des
cribed. The usa 01 comple~ Cepstrum
lor echo removal in time domain and

?~ ci~rao~.ta;i~en%~r~!~':;';I~i:!~e~f~~~~~~
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appropriale. Exampl"" co ...... r reciprocating machine cycle analysis, fast or slow
run-up and oo.t-down, and speech
analysis.
Newer teChniques, such as Hilbert
transform and Cepstrum analysis, are
extensively covered. E~amples of applicatoon 01 the Hllberttranslorm for amplitude demodulation In the diagnostics 01
rolling element bearing laulls, as Willi
as phas" dllmodulalion lor analysis of
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th is advanced early warn ing of develop·
ing mach inory problems, dram atic improvements can be made In maintenenceplenn ing,
In add ition to the route scann inll
survey fu ncllon s, the SMART METER
di~plays ands!ores con lplete signaturn
l or on-tho-spot troubte shooti ng orf9r
fault diagnost ics/root cause analYSI s
back at the host compu ter, ThelM tures
inctude selectab le FFT "'$olution trom
100 It,nes up to 1600 lioos, mak ing It
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dimly lit areas
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as a useful teaching apparatus tor
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ME TE R offers a 16 bit 8086 mleroproce.oor, a dynamic range of better
than 65db, automatic selection of the
correct input amplit ier gain, autom atic
Sp(JfiouS data reject ion , and th e abil ity
to meas ure phaso which enables the
dynamic balancing of rotMino machinery
Further Informallon ; Echotech Ply
Ltd, 6/22 Bridge St, Eltham, Vic 8095
(tel (08)4895222).

Bruel & Kjaer
Sotlwere lor Machi ne Fault Diagnosis
Bruel & Kjaer Ty~ 7616 App lication
Software is designed to help the maintenBnce engineer eo-ordinate the vlbration monitori ng activities of n maintenance team USing one or more Type 2515
Vibration Anal ysers . The Type 7616
orvan ises the co llection of vibrati on
data and process pa rameter •. such as
temperature, speed and load, and Automat ica ll y reports changes in th e v ib ra_
tion spectrum. Special attention is paid
to machi"" process parameters in ordo r
to make relev ant comparisons, s ince
vib ration spectra vary with these para_
meters. The Type 7618 distinguishes
between 30 ditferent proc ess pa ra·
meter>: pe r machine
By using a th ree-dimens ional plot
(s howing the vibration incre ase 01 sov·

p~rticle. velocity which are to
e etected tn the coupler. Correction terms
for the ca libration levels when condl_
tions are dillerontlo the original calibra_
lion are also given on the ca li bration
chart. together with instructions lor
using tho .Type 3541
In additton to the calibrations, Type
3541 can be used to measure th e residual pressure-inten . ity index spect ra of
intensity-m eas uring equipment. Thl. Is
important il the equipment Is to be
used accurately. Residual pressuroi nten s ity i ndexs~otraaremeasuredby

~~i~~d ~h;ur~~,UP l e r and a broad-band
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to
mach ine-condition mon itoring , the tully
automatic monitor ing system based on
soltware package Type WT9 118. The
system c ombines the security of a per-

meas urements to be performed up to
100 metre. lrom the analyser. The

~~atlh~r~ae~~;~e~~n;r~~n3~~~dvi~ !~ lt~
pin plug. which both allows si gnals to
p~ M dir"" tl y tothe analyseraJld carries
the polarisation vo ltage lor the mioro_
phones .
Complete calibration of .eund intensity measurement systems w hich use the
Type 3545 can be convenient ly made
with Sound Intensity Calibrato r Type
3541 . Th i ~ permits simultaneous u nsitivity adiustment 01 both channels of
the analyserlinpressure, partict..velo-

~1~a~ro~te~fltytr:od~~:i~~a~110~~~:~~;
IntenSity Indox of th e microphon e-pre
amplifier-analyser combination .

512, are monitored via a Type 2505
Mu ltipurpose Mon ilo' which compares
the ir overBlivibration love l againslthree
preset limits. Any vio lation 01 tllese
limits 1'1 111 trigger alarms via Trip Relay

~g!n"';'~eO~!chi~~ : if necessary. shut
The spectrum compariso n system
menitors each channal sequ entially. It
produces
~
proport;onal-b:md Ire quency spectru m 01 the machines
vibration love ls lor comparison w ith a
si milar spectrum taken when tile mach_
irIB was in a kn own "healthy· · coJldition.

;
Ana lyser the cause 01 the fau lt can be
diagrlOsed.
All fau lt spectra detected by the

~:n~~ru~n ~?~p:~~o~ s~~~i8~ul~ r~a~:
ing i s given via an on-line printer,
Spet:tra for eaohchan net may be stored
uOOersixseparatespeedclass iticati ons,
allowing different machine operating
condil ionsto betaken into account and
minim ising erroneous fau lt wa rnings

i~~homr~t~~7:ceS~~d09\~. d~teaclf~ultv :~
id entifi ed, Its ralC of increase with running time Ca n be dis pl ayed. A loastsquaras extrapo lat ion can Ihen be
made, giving a prediction 01 when a
pre-defined "danger"' lim it w ill be exceeded in the torm 01 a trend anal vsis
Further informatiOn; Bruet & Klaer
;~:~_ 24 Tflpko Road, Terray Hills, NSW
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FUTURE EVENTS -

O~ober

3-5, CHICAGO

IEEE ULTRASONICS SYMPOSIUM

1989

soaroh Leb .. Allen.: W. D. O'Bnen Jr.,
Urbamfl, Illinois 61801, USA.

March 7·10, HAMBURG

Details: Un/v. IIImo's, Bioacoustics Re-

Detalis' Sakletarlaldes ISMA 1989, c/Muller-B8M, Robert-Koch-S!r 11, 8033
P/anegg. W. Germany.

36th AES CONVENTION

October 4-7, HIGH TATRA
ELECTROACOUSTICS

Strasbarg, ASA, 50D
Woodbury, New York

November 14-17, KOBE
9th INTERNATIONAL ACQUSTIC
EMISSION SYMPOSIUM
DOfai/s: Prot. Dr. I. Kimpara, Dept. Naval
Archlfecfuro,FaculfyotEng.,Umverslty
01 TOKYO, 3-1, Hongo-7. Bunkyo-ku,
TOKYO 113,JAPAN.

May 22-26, SYRACUSE

Details: Inter-noise 8S,lnsf. Noise Con
Iro! Eng .. PO BOI( 3206. Poughkeepslo,
NY 12603, USA-

Sfrasberg. ASA,500

Woodbury, New York

6th SEMINAR ON NOISE C:::'NTROL
Datailst Opllcal. Acous/,cal ;; Film"
technlaal Soc., FO u. 68, H·'027, Buda·
pesll/,Hungery,

Sirasberg, ASA,500
Woodbury, New York

RUSTRRLlRIY R[OUSTI[RL

SO[JET~

1988 ANNUAL CONFERENCE
NOISE INTO THE NINETIES
VICTOR HARBOUR 24·25 NOVEMBER, 1988
Venue:
Registration:

Apollon Motel, Victor Harbour

Registration Fees:

Full·time delegates - $185.00
Accompanying delegates' $80.00
(excluding accommodation and tours).

Registration will commence on the evening
of 23rd November, 1988. Registration will
be on a limited basis. Invitations will be
distributed during July.

Further Information: Mr. R. P. Williamson,
School of Built Environment

SAI.T.
North Terrace, SA 5000
Tel: (08) 236 2227

SUSTAINING MEMBERS
AQ-VlB DIVN. OF AQUA-COOL
TOWERS PTY. LTD.
UNIT 7, 2 STANTON ROAD
SEVEN HILLS 2147
ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIAN
ACOUSTICAL CONSULTANTS
C/- SCIENCE CENTRE
35 CLARENCE STREET
SYDNEY, N.S.W. 2000
BILSOM AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.
P.O. BOX 754
CHATS WOOD 2067
BORAL AUSTRALIAN GYPSUM
676 LORIMER STREET
PORT MELBOURNE. VIC. 3207
BRADFORD INSULATION,
C.S.R.LTO.
12 MOUNT STREET
NORTH SYDNEY 2060

BRUEL & KJAER fAUST., PTY. LTD. JAMES HARDIE INDUSTRIES LTD.
24 TEPKO ROAD
G.P.C. BOX 3935
TERREY HILLS, N.S W. 2084
SYDNEY 2001
BHP COATED PRODUCTS
DIVISION
PO. GOX 77
PORT KEMBLA, N S.W 2505

NAP SILENTFLO PTY. LTD.
P.O. BOX 173
CLAYTON, VIC. 3168

CMA FOAM GROUP

PEACE ENGINEERING PTY. LTD.
UNIT 2120 MARIGOLD STREET
REVESBY, N.S.W. 2212

1 HEATHCOTE ROAD
LIVERPOOL, N.SW. 2170
THE CHADWICK GROUP
292 BURNS BAY ROAD
LANE COVE 2066

SOUND ATTENUATORS
AUSTRALIA
P.O. BOX 269
DRUMMOYNE 2047

FOAMLITE AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.
P.O. BOX 331
SUNNYBANK, OLD. 4109
INDUSTRIAL NOISE CONTROL
PTY. LTD.
7 LEVANSWELL ROAD
MOORABBJN, VIC. 3189

SOUNDGUARD PTY. LTD.
P.O. BOX 246
RYDALMERE, N.S.W. 2116
K. H. STRAMIT LTD.
52 MANDCON ROAD
GIRRAWEEN 2145

